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OVERALL GROWTH

It is pleasant to report that training the blind has now become so much

an integral part of the socio-educational structure of the Kingdom of Saudi

Arabia that this year has with one important exception, ( that of the

female bHnd), been one of consolidation and expansion, rather than of

the initiation of new features. Three new centres were opened during the

past two years, but these follow the pattern of training already well-estab-

Hshed in the capital, Riyadh, and their estabhshment was simply part of

the drive towards country-wide coverage.

Statistically the picture is indeed illuminating :

1959 provided training for a total of 60

1960 « « « « « « 100

1961 « « « « « « 150

1962 « « « « « « 270

1963 « « « « « « 450

1964 « « « « « « 600

Thus there are the following annual increases :

1960 increased over the previous year by 40 ( 66 % )

« « 50 (50 %)
« « 120 ( 80 %

)

« « 180 (66 %)
« « 150 ( 33 %)

It should be stressed that these figures do more than show the rapid

development of the blind training programme of this country, for under-

lying them is a social concept entirely new to Arabia. Prior to the intro-

1961 « « « «

1962 « « « «

1963 « « « «

1964 « « « «
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duction of this training, the Wind man had only his traditional Islamic

status — that of one of God's less fortunate creatures and therefore a

privileged, beloved, but utterly sheltered member of the community. It

is only now that he is freed from the restriction of dependence and taught

how to make himself a citizen, a co-equal of the sighted majority.

This radical re-orientation of the blind has naturally been greatly

assisted by the rapid and still recent transformation of Saudi Arabia from

an isolated and traditional community, made up of desert nomads, many

scattered villages and a few urban pockets, into the up-and-coming nation

that it is today, with modern technology supplying its needs and modern

communication systems bringing it daily into closer touch with the rest

of the world. It would seem, however, that it is still easier for the bhnd to

accept their new status and duties than for all of the sighted to appreciate

the new worth of their full-brothers, the blind, and perhaps such an attitude

is to be expected until a really large number of these new citizens are out

and most actively about.

Modern medicine is of course greatly lowering the incidence of the

Saudi blind ( particularly vaccination, for smallpox was a major cause of

bUndness in the past ), but the proportion of blind to sighted is still high

and will remain so until the world has discovered how to combat trachoma

with full elfect even in desert areas. In reaUsation of this national problem,

the operation of the new training centres for the blind has brought the

impact of blind training well beyond the capital into the larger provincial

towns.

The distribution now is :

Riyadh training 260

Mecca « 95

Hufuf « 160

Aneyza « 85

For 1965 it is planned to open a fifth centre.
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PROGRAMMES

The basic pattern continues of teaching boys and youths on normal

academic hnes, with vocational training for men aged over twenty. The

proportions at each centre now are :

Primary Intermediate Vocational Total

Riyadh 130 11 119 260

Mecca 35 — 60 95

Hufuf 72 — 88 160

Aneyza 30 — 55 85

Both primary and intermediate education at the blind schools follow

curricula identical to those of the normal Saudi schools. Results so far

show no difference whatsoever in the respective times taken to reach the

same academic levels.

A special word should be said of the vocational training, for this being

mostly handwork it might have been expected that it would have been

greatly hampered by the prejudice against manual labour innate in the

proud tribesmen of the desert. Yet, in fact, this has not been encountered

among the Saudi blind— not even to a small extent. The workshops hum

with contented activity, and visiting experts have declared the goods pro-

duced to be of as high standard as any in the world.

Incidentally, as there are extremely few factories and workshops of

any kind in Saudi Arabia at the moment, this country is fortunately not

faced with the present western problem of the blind producing goods which,

in competition with the output of mechanised industry, are marketable

only by grace of charity or subsidy. Nevertheless, with an eye ( so to speak )

to the future, plans are being made for the eventual integration of the blind

into the industrial labour force that will, in not so many years, be a normal

feature of Saudi Arabia.
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EQUIPMENT

In addition to modern and very spacious buildings for their training,

the Saudi bhnd have adequate equipment on a generous scale. The best-

known specialised devices for teaching reading and writing Braille are

used, including various types of Braille Slates and Braille Writers. Taylor

boards and different geometric devices are used for mathematics. From

the R. N. I. B., London, a wide range of equipment has been purchased,

including maps and globes in rehef, special instruments and tools for measu-

rement and joinery, speciaUsed games, tactile educational aids, and writing

and drawing aids in a wide variety. As there are no currency restrictions

in Saudi Arabia, it is possible to obtain equipment from whichever has the

best item of its kind to offer, and a fairly successful attempt is made to

keep a close watch on the world market so that new or improved equip-

ment for the bUnd can be bought as soon as it becomes available.

A most important advance has been the purchase and installation in

Riyadh of a complete Braille printing press of adequate capacity. Within

the organisation, therefore, at its own headquarters, all textbooks, maga-

zines and other publications for internal consumption are now being pro-

duced. The significance of this may perhaps not be understood until it is

realised that there is a world shortage of Braille textes in Arabic. It was

extremely difficult to obtain an adequate supply of printed matter so long

as Saudi Arabia was dependent on outside sources for its production.

STAFF

The proportion of instructors to students is high, despite what at first

seemed to be insuperable obstacles when recruiting from abroad was

attempted and it was found that adequately trained Arabs were lacking

in quantity while competent non-Arabs were wholly lacking in the language.

This blockage was removed by digging it up at its roots, the drastic but,

as it turns out, completely satisfactory action being taken of the instructing

personnel being local recruits trained ab initio within the organisation at

Riyadh. Success in this enterprise has been greatly assisted by the generous



salary scale decided by the Government, so that it has been possible to

attract as trainees for blind work the most promising young men in the

various educational and craft fields.

The result is that of the total staff of 89, no less than 69 are Saudi.

This is made up as foUov^s :

4 Institute Directors ( all being Saudi

)

2 Assistant Directors ( both being Saudi

)

46 Teachers ( 43 being Saudi )

6 Supervisors ( all being Saudi

)

1 Printing Press Instructors ( 6 being Saudi

)

14 Vocational Training Instructors ( 2 being Saudi

)

4 Social workers ( none being Saudi

)

6 Clerks ( all being Saudi )

The overwhelming majority of Saudis among the teachers was the

happy result of three teacher-training courses, each of six months duration,

held at Riyadh, conducted by the Riyadh staff, and attended by young

teachers and trainee-teachers from the sighted schools and teacher-training

colleges. There was an enrolment of 25 for each course, and considering

the increasingly high standards insisted on, the number of failures was no

more than natural. In running these courses deliberate provision was made

for the future, so there are now, back at work in the sighted schools, 17

teachers who have been successfully trained for bUnd teaching and who

are impatiently awaiting their call to the colours.

FINANCING

The significance of having high salaries for work with the bhnd has

just been mentioned. In the same way it was realised from the beginning

that student grants on a reasonable scale would have to be made to get

the blind, (more especially the adult blind and those in the older adolescent

groups), out of their snug nook in the corner. All students regularly atten-

ding the institutes therefore receive monthly government grants, the equi-
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valent of 27 dollars for those coming to school, and the equivalent of 34

dollars for those on vocational training. Free 'bus transport to and from

the Institute is also provided except in the case of Aneyza where the

distances from homes to the centre do not require it.

Expenditure rises with expanding work, as witness the last six budgets

:

Riyals Dollar Equivalent

1959 10,000 2,220

1960 232,000 52,700

1961 1,300,000 290,000

1962 1,600,000 359,000

1963 2,500,000 555,550

1964 3,500,000 777,778

CONSULTANTS

Great benefit is obtained from visits by experts and others from foreign

countries, and as close a touch as possible is maintained with the various

world organisations. For fruitful co-operation particular thanks are due

to the American Foundation for Overseas Blind and its Regional Office

for the Middle East in Beirut, the Royal National Institute for the Blind,

the U. N. Social Work Bureau and the Technical Assistance Adminis-

tration in New York, the U. N. Regional Offices in Riyadh and Beirut,

and finally the World Council for the Welfare of the Blind and for the Edu-

cators of BUnd Youth.

PUBLICITY

It is a matter of some pride to the Al-Noor Institute" ( the training

centre in Riyadh ) that it has figured prominently in the several documen-

tary films that have recently been made in Saudi Arabia by Enghsh and

Italian companies for commercial showing in Europe, in the cinemas and

on television. Within Saudi Arabia its work was well displayed by a film

made for television-showing in the Eastern Province of the country by the
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large American oil company Aramco, of Dhahran. The Al-Noor Institute

has also been gratified to find itself regularly visited by the more important

foreign guests of the Saudi Government, with, it would appear, impressive

results.

Mr. Abdullah Al-Ghanim, the founder of the training scheme, ( ori-

ginally as a private venture under royal patronage), and now in charge

of it as Director of Special Education for the Handicapped under the Minis-

try of Education, has over the past three years in furtherance of the scheme's

progress himself visited England, Germany, Egypt, Lebanon, Syria and

Jordan. As the Saudi Arabian delegate he took an active part in the Inter-

national Conference for the Educators of Bhnd Youth held at Hanover,

Germany, in August 1962. He has also made personal appearances on

television. In all this he has found his knowledge of EngHsh a considerable

asset, and his complete lack of eyesight no hindrance at all.

FEMALE EDUCATION

This year the ground has been prepared to start training the female

blind. An experienced instructress from Syria has been engaged, and a

group of ten Saudi ladies has, since the beginning of December 1963, been

attending daily at the Al-Noor Institute a course of instruction to equip

them to teach bhnd girls and women on parallel fines to those now used

for boys and men. The bhnd girls school wifi open in Riyadh in September

of this present year with a projected total of 50 girls. Thereafter, fofiowing

the pattern already estabfished with the male bfind, expansion and conso-

Hdation should be rapid.

A particularly heartening result of this projected programme has been

the reaction of the Saudi ladies already involved. It could be expected that

the response from the Riyadh Ladies Club to the call for volunteers for

bfind teacher- training would be, as it was, enthusiastic— what is noteworthy

is that there has been 100% attendance ever since the first day and no les-

sening whatsoever in the enthusiasm. It is also to be noted that these
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trainee teachers are nearly all Saudi by birth, nor merely by marriage,

which constitutes a remarkable demonstration of how local womanhood

is prepared to answer the challenge of modernisation.

Withal it should be realised that female education, though a recent

feature, is by no means lacking in this country, despite the occasional ten-

dentious misrepresentation abroad. An indication of the rate of progress

in this direction is provided by the following figures for Government

Schools for sighted girls :

Scholastic Year Schools Classes Girls

1960 15 182 5,204

1961 ' 31 298 11,914

1962 60 546 19,139

In addition in 1962 there were 33 private schools teaching, in 210

classes, 5,973 girls and very young boys.

CONCLUSION

It is no secret that, thanks to dynamic direction and whole-hearted

government support, Saudi Arabia is well on the way to establishing the

leading program.me in the Middle East for the training and rehabiUtation

of the bUnd. Indeed, according to many competent and objective observers,

this may already have taken place.

Yet it should be understood that this is not the country's sole aim in

the field of blind training. The instigators and directors of this work will

not feel their task well and truly done until Saudi Arabia ranks among

the leading world exponents of the art — and duty — of making people

without sight full partners in society with their sighted fellows.
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